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A fully revised edition of the #1 CISSP training resourceThoroughly updated for the latest release of

the Certified Information Systems Security Professional exam, this comprehensive resource covers

all exam domains, as well as the new 2015 CISSP Common Body of Knowledge developed by the

International Information Systems Security Certification Consortium (ISC)2Â®. CISSP All-in-One

Exam Guide, Seventh Edition features learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter, exam

tips, practice questions, and in-depth explanations. Written by leading experts in IT security

certification and training, this completely up-to-date self-study system helps you pass the exam with

ease and also serves as an essential on-the-job reference.Covers all 8 CISSP domains:Security

and risk managementAsset securitySecurity engineeringCommunication and network

securityIdentity and access managementSecurity assessment and testingSecurity

operationsSoftware development securityElectronic content includes:1400+ practice questions,

including new hot spot and drag-and-drop questionsComplete PDF copy of the bookÂ ABOUT THE

AUTHORS:Shon Harris, CISSP, was the founder and CEO of Logical Security LLC, an information

security consultant, a former engineer in the Air Forceâ€™s Information Warfare unit, an instructor,

and an author. She authored several international bestselling books on information security which

have sold over a million copies and have been translated into six languages.Fernando MaymÃ,

Ph.D., CISSP, is a security practitioner with over 25 yearsâ€™ experience in the field. He is the

author of over a dozen publications and holds three patents. His awards include the U.S.

Department of the Army Research and Development Achivement Award and he was recognized as

a HENAAC Luminary.Â 
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Shon Harris, CISSP, was the founder and CEO of Logical Security LLC, an information security

instructorand the author of several international bestselling books on information security which

have sold over a million copies and have been translated into six languages.Fernando MaymÃ,

Ph.D., CISSP is a security practitioner with over 25 yearsâ€™ experience in the field. He currently

leads a multidisciplinary team charged with developing disruptive innovations for cyberspace

operations as well as impactful public-private partnerships aimed at better securing cyberspace.

Fernando has served as a consultant for both government and private sector organizations in the

US and abroad. He has authored and taught dozens of courses and workshops in cyber security for

academic, government, and professional audiences in the United States and Latin America.

Fernando is the author of over a dozen publications and holds three patents. His awards include the

U.S. Department of the Army Research and Development Achievement Award and he was

recognized as a HENAAC Luminary. He worked closely with Shon Harris, advising her on a

multitude of projects, including the Sixth Edition of CISSP All-in-One. Fernando is also a volunteer

puppy raiser for Guiding Eyes for the Blind and has raised two guide dogs, Trinket and Virgo.

Too verbose in many sections, and the CD-Rom based questions don't line up with the points of

emphasis in the text. It as if they are preparing you for an Algebra II exam in the book, with humor

that's unnecessary and too much description about things not in the exam, and then they give you a

Geometry quiz at the end because they're both Mathematics. For this type of book, I'd rather see a

focused, concerted effort on getting me ready for the exam. Leave the long dialog for a survey

course or an "topics in computer security" text. If the CISSP exam has ridiculous rote memorization

requirements (as the text says it does), then we should have more practice and study tips for those

parts of the exam. Do I need to the exact titles for the ISO/IEC 27-series publications (27001 to

27006)? Then break it down for me, and tell me how you differentiate. Don't just say "Unfortunately

you will run into questions on the CISSP exam that will be this confusing..." (p. 186).

This was a really good book and I know it helped me pass my exam. I'm a 4th year Software

Developer. I have CompTIA's A+, Network+, Security+, and Project+ certs and ITIL. I'm mentioning



this because I think it's helpful to know what skill level someone has reading this material and going

into the exam. I first purchased the CBK and it was horrible. It was such a chore reading through

each chapter and I knew it was time to change up so I purchased this book. I read the first two

chapters and then I started reading the summaries and doing the chapter tests. I can say that this

book did a way better job explaining the concepts you will see on the exam. The CBK did not go into

nearly as much detail on very important topics like the Risk Management Framework steps. I give it

4 stars because even though it went over exactly what I needed, it was still very boring at times.

Mostly, the legal sections. In addition to using this book, I also used SkillSoft, practice exams,

Quizlet, and YouTube videos. Overkill, I know but it all helped.

This book is the one to turn to for your CISSP exam. I run a training company that teaches 10 - 20

people in CISSP courses a month and these are the books that we always hand out with the

course. The information is concise and to the point. Everything that you need to know for your

CISSP exam is contained in these books. Couple this book with Eric Conrad's 11th hour Study

guide, a subscription to CCCure, and the Study Notes and Resources Facebook group by Luke

Ahmed and you will be golden. This is a very tough exam and requires many months of studying,

but the end result is well worth it. Be sure to keep up with the CEUs though so that you do not have

to take this beast of an exam again!

This is simply the most readable, engaging text that I have ever encountered. As many reviewers

have noted, this is an amazing accomplishment. The authors make the material clear and relatable,

and I found myself reexamining even the areas I knew well, simply because it wasn't a painful read,

and I could appreciate another perspective. Unlike many exam prep books, I'll be keeping this one

on my shelf for reference. Many thanks to those  reviewers who steered me here!Do not neglect the

included CD! It is not the throwaway coaster you usually get.It's got more than a 1600 practice

questions and the essential .PDF of the book.Do note that the book is nearly five pounds, which

should be expected as it is over 1300 pages.Among its many strengths, the chapter reviews stand

out, providing an excellent check on how attentive you are, pointing out appropriate areas needing

more study. This was extremely helpful in tightening up my final review. It's a voluminous tome that

covers the complete CBK, but retention of new material can be a challenge for anyone. I watched

the online videos from Pluralsight while I waited for  to deliver the book. If you have ever read a long

novel after watching its two hour Hollywood film adaptation, then you have some idea what I

experienced going from CBTs to this text.In case you are interested, this is how I prepared for the



exam and lessons learned. I've been working in various roles in corporate IT for about twenty-five

years, which I thought should count for something, but the material in the CBK is so broad that I still

found lots of material that was new to me. As I said, I did CBTs which were a nice intro to the

material, but this book really turns up the volume. Each chapter covers an individual CBK domain in

depth, and I approached the material by chapter, initially highlghting the text on the first pass, then

restating the highlights into my own words in my notes on a second pass. After the second pass, I

completed the review questions, and then reread the relevant section for any questions I had

missed. This took weeks, but after finishing chapter 8, I reread my notes in detail and then followed

up by doint the practice questions, again chapter by chapter. Having accumulated over 150 pages

of notes, it was still a lot of material to cram before the exam. Unfortunately, I hardly slept the night

before, which made for some brutal testing. If you have a good base of experience, and give

yourself sufficient time to prepare, I don't think you can go wrong with this fine text.

I passed the CISSP exam yesterday on my first try thanks in part to this book. While the book is a

bit overkill in its content compared to the actual exam, the additional detail helped me relate the

concepts better. Also, thanks to the deeper content, the book becomes an IT security reference

after becoming certified. Finally, the end-of-chapter review questions are excellent and prepared me

well.

Very thorough, but contains a lot of extra material that is really not needed. Test questions are

helpful. I also have Simple CISSP which at 500 pages is a lot more direct but just as thorough. It

also has an audiobook version on

Audible.https://www..com/Simple-CISSP/dp/B072FNHQWG/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1499031214

&sr=8-1&keywords=simple+cissp

Great book, great value. Well written and jammed packed with as much information as you'll ever

need.The exam engine is a great features which not only trains you on the topics but also

references where you can find information on the subjects in the book. The book itself, which

extremely expansive, does a great job at explaining concepts and giving you the foundation

information you'll need on the exam and in the work place.Strong recommendation. Just don't try

the read it cover to cover.
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